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(54) Methods and apparatus for reconstructing an image of an object

(57) A method for reconstructing an image of an ob-
ject includes generating (62) a plurality of projection da-
ta, helically interpolating the projection data, rebinning
the helically interpolated projection data from a fan-

beam format to a parallel-beam format, and reconstruct-
ing an image of the object using the parallel-beam for-
mat projection data.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates generally to computed
tomographic (CT) imaging, and more particularly to
methods and apparatus for operating a CT radiation
source.
[0002] At least one known CT imaging system uses a
fan-beam based helical algorithm to generate images
that may include a significant noise in-homogeneity and
an increased noise level. The noise in-homogeneity is
mainly caused by an interaction between the helical
weighting and a weighting factor in a fan beam backpro-
jection. The noise variation within the scan field of view
can vary more than a factor of two, even for a homoge-
neous scanned object. The noise in-homogeneity can
increase away from an iso-center and may also gener-
ate image artifacts, such as Venetian blinds or zebra, in
the three-dimensional reformatted images.
[0003] In one aspect, a method for reconstructing an
image of an object is provided. The method includes
generating a plurality of projection data, helically inter-
polating the projection data, rebinning the helically in-
terpolated projection data from a fan-beam format to a
parallel-beam format, and reconstructing an image of
the object using the parallel-beam format projection da-
ta.
[0004] In another aspect, a method for reconstructing
an image of an object is provided. The method includes
generating a plurality of projection data, helically inter-
polating the projection data, rebinning a first set of orig-
inal measured projections wherein an angular incre-
ment between at least two views is uniform, rebinning a
first set of interpolated projections wherein the angular
increment between at least two views is uniform, and
combining the first set of original measured projections
and the first set of interpolated projections to reconstruct
an image of an object.
[0005] In still another aspect, a method for recon-
structing an image of an object is provided. The method
includes rebinning a first set of original measured pro-
jections wherein an angular increment between at least
two views is uniform, rebinning a first set of interpolated
projections wherein the angular increment between at
least two views is uniform, and combining the first set of
original measured projections and the first set of inter-
polated projections to reconstruct an image of an object.
[0006] In yet another aspect, a computed tomograph-
ic (CT) imaging system for reconstructing an image of
an object is provided. The CT system includes a radia-
tion source, a detector array, and a computer coupled
to the detector array and the radiation source. The com-
puter is configured to generate a plurality of projection
data, helically interpolate the projection data, rebin the
helically interpolated projection data from a fan-beam
format to a parallel-beam format, and reconstruct an im-
age of the object using the parallel-beam format projec-
tion data.
[0007] In yet still another aspect, a computed tomo-

graphic (CT) imaging system for reconstructing an im-
age of an object is provided. The CT system includes a
radiation source, a detector array, and a computer cou-
pled to the detector array and the radiation source. The
computer is configured to generate a plurality of projec-
tion data, helically interpolate the projection data, rebin
a first set of original measured projections wherein an
angular increment between at least two views is uni-
form, rebin a first set of interpolated projections wherein
the angular increment between at least two views is uni-
form, and combine the first set of original measured pro-
jections and the first set of interpolated projections to
reconstruct an image of an object.
[0008] In still yet another aspect, a computer readable
medium encoded with a program executable by a com-
puter for reconstructing an image of an object is provid-
ed. The program is configured to instruct the computer
to generate a plurality of projection data, helically inter-
polate the projection data, rebin the helically interpolat-
ed projection data from a fan-beam format to a parallel-
beam format, and reconstruct an image of the object us-
ing the parallel-beam format projection data.
[0009] In still yet another aspect, a computer readable
medium encoded with a program executable by a com-
puter for reconstructing an image of an object is provid-
ed. The program is configured to instruct the computer
to generate a plurality of projection data, helically inter-
polate the projection data, rebin a first set of original
measured projections wherein an angular increment be-
tween at least two views is uniform, rebin a first set of
interpolated projections wherein the angular increment
between at least two views is uniform, and combine the
first set of original measured projections and the first set
of interpolated projections to reconstruct an image of an
object.
[0010] The invention will now be described in greater
detail, by way of example, with reference to the draw-
ings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a pictorial view of a CT imaging system.

Figure 2 is a block schematic diagram of the system
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 3 is a flow chart representative of an exem-
plary embodiment of a reconstruction algorithm:

Figure 4 is patient scan reconstructed with a fan
beam algorithm.

Figure 5 is a patient scan reconstructed with the
parallel reconstruction algorithm described in Fig-
ure 4.

Figure 6 is a plurality of maximum intensity projec-
tion images.

Figure 7 is a flow chart representative of an exem-
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plary embodiment of a reconstruction algorithm.

[0011] In some known CT imaging system configura-
tions, a radiation source projects a fan-shaped beam
which is collimated to lie within an X-Y plane of a Car-
tesian coordinate system and generally referred to as
an "imaging plane". The radiation beam passes through
an object being imaged, such as a patient. The beam,
after being attenuated by the object, impinges upon an
array of radiation detectors. The intensity of the attenu-
ated radiation beam received at the detector array is de-
pendent upon the attenuation of a radiation beam by the
object. Each detector element of the array produces a
separate electrical signal that is a measurement of the
beam attenuation at the detector location.
[0012] The attenuation measurements from all the de-
tectors are acquired separately to produce a transmis-
sion profile.
[0013] In third generation CT systems, the radiation
source and the detector array are rotated with a gantry
within the imaging plane and around the object to be
imaged such that an angle at which the radiation beam
intersects the object constantly changes. A group of ra-
diation attenuation measurements, i.e., projection data,
from the detector array at one gantry angle is referred
to as a "view". A "scan" of the object includes a set of
views made at different gantry angles, or view angles,
during one revolution of the radiation source and detec-
tor.
[0014] In an axial scan, the projection data is proc-
essed to construct an image that corresponds to a two
dimensional slice taken through the object. One method
for reconstructing an image from a set of projection data
is referred to in the art as the filtered back projection
technique. This process converts the attenuation meas-
urements from a scan into integers called "CT numbers"
or "Hounsfield units", which are used to control the
brightness of a corresponding pixel on a display device.
[0015] To reduce the total scan time, a "helical" scan
may be performed. To perform a "helical" scan, the pa-
tient is moved while the data for the prescribed number
of slices is acquired. Such a system generates a single
helix from a one fan beam helical scan. The helix
mapped out by the fan beam yields projection data from
which images in each prescribed slice may be recon-
structed.
[0016] As used herein, an element or step recited in
the singular and preceded with the word "a" or "an"
should be understood as not excluding plural said ele-
ments or steps, unless such exclusion is explicitly recit-
ed. Furthermore, references to "one embodiment" of the
present invention are not intended to be interpreted as
excluding the existence of additional embodiments that
also incorporate the recited features.
[0017] Also as used herein, the phrase "reconstruct-
ing an image" is not intended to exclude embodiments
of the present invention in which data representing an
image is generated but a viewable image is not. How-

ever, many embodiments generate (or are configured to
generate) at least one viewable image.
[0018] Figure 1 is a pictorial view of a CT imaging sys-
tem 10. Figure 2 is a block schematic diagram of system
10 illustrated in Figure 1. In the exemplary embodiment,
a computed tomography (CT) imaging system 10, is
shown as including a gantry 12 representative of a "third
generation" CT imaging system. Gantry 12 has a radia-
tion source 14 that projects a cone beam 16 of X-rays
toward a detector array 18 on the opposite side of gantry
12. In one embodiment, radiation source 14 is a two-
dimensional radiation source that projects a plurality of
cone beams 16 from a plurality of locations on radiation
source 14, also referred to herein as spots, on radiation
source 14, toward detector 18 such that an inverted-
cone beam geometry is received by detector 18.
[0019] Detector array 18 is formed by a plurality of de-
tector rows (not shown) including a plurality of detector
elements 20 which together sense the projected X-ray
beams that pass through an object, such as a medical
patient 22. Each detector element 20 produces an elec-
trical signal that represents the intensity of an impinging
radiation beam and hence the attenuation of the beam
as it passes through object or patient 22. During a scan
to acquire radiation projection data, gantry 12 and the
components mounted thereon rotate about a center of
rotation 24. Figure 2 shows only a single row of detector
elements 20 (i.e., a detector row). However, multislice
detector array 18 includes a plurality of parallel detector
rows of detector elements 20 such that projection data
corresponding to a plurality of quasi-parallel or parallel
slices can be acquired simultaneously during a scan.
[0020] Rotation of gantry 12 and the operation of ra-
diation source 14 are governed by a control mechanism
26 of CT system 10. Control mechanism 26 includes an
radiation controller 28 that provides power and timing
signals to radiation source 14 and a gantry motor con-
troller 30 that controls the rotational speed and position
of gantry 12. A data acquisition system (DAS) 32 in con-
trol mechanism 26 samples analog data from detector
elements 20 and converts the data to digital signals for
subsequent processing. An image reconstructor 34 re-
ceives sampled and digitized radiation data from DAS
32 and performs high-speed image reconstruction. The
reconstructed image is applied as an input to a computer
36 which stores the image in a mass storage device 38.
[0021] Computer 36 also receives commands and
scanning parameters from an operator via console 40
that has a keyboard. An associated cathode ray tube
display 42 allows the operator to observe the recon-
structed image and other data from computer 36. The
operator supplied commands and parameters are used
by computer 36 to provide control signals and informa-
tion to DAS 32, radiation controller 28 and gantry motor
controller 30. In addition, computer 36 operates a table
motor controller 44 which controls a motorized table 46
to position patient 22 in gantry 12. Particularly, table 46
moves portions of patient 22 through gantry opening 48.
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[0022] In one embodiment, computer 36 includes a
device 50, for example, a floppy disk drive or CD-ROM
drive, for reading instructions and/or data from a com-
puter-readable medium 52, such as a floppy disk or
CD-ROM. In another embodiment, computer 36 exe-
cutes instructions stored in firmware (not shown). Com-
puter 36 is programmed to perform functions described
herein, accordingly, as used herein, the term computer
is not limited to just those integrated circuits referred to
in the art as computers, but broadly refers to computers,
processors, microcontrollers, microcomputers, pro-
grammable logic controllers, application specific inte-
grated circuits, and other programmable circuits.
[0023] Figure 3 is an exemplary method 60 for recon-
structing an image of an object 22. Method 60 includes
generating 62 a plurality of projection data, helically in-
terpolating 64 the projection data, rebinning 66 the hel-
ically interpolated projection data from a fan-beam for-
mat to a parallel-beam format (i.e. fan-parallel rebin-
ning), and reconstructing 68 an image of object 22 using
the parallel-beam format projection data.
[0024] Performing the projection data rebinning meth-
od as described herein provides several advantages. In
multi-slice helical reconstruction, projection data from
all the detector rows are required to formulate an image,
therefore, the rebinning process needs to be carried out
for all projection data. For example, for a 16-row detec-
tor configuration, the projection data from all 16 detec-
tor-rows need to be processed. In use, only a single pro-
jection set is rebinned after the weighting and summa-
tion process. Further, in the weighting and summation
processing, projection data that are one rotation apart
are automatically summed to form a single projection at
the end of the projection weighting process. For many
helical data collected in high-quality (HQ) mode, the
number of projections is typically more than one detec-
tor rotation. With the additional z-smoothing operation,
the number of projections can easily be a factor of 2 to
4 higher than the number of projections in a single rota-
tion. Consequently, the number of projections that are
rebinned is significantly reduced when the rebinning is
carried out after the weighting step. As described herein,
fan-parallel rebinning 68 can be further separated into
interpolation in β and γ directions. In one embodiment,
β interpolation can be combined with the helical weight-
ing process. In another embodiment, both β and γ inter-
polations can be carried out after helical interpolation
66. Since the reconstruction process is linear, the final
images produced by both approaches are identical.
Method 60 also facilitates reducing the number of pro-
jections after rebinning as compared to at least one
known fan beam construction. Using the reconstruction
method described herein, the minimum angular span of
projection is 180 degrees while the angular span for at
least one known fan beam projection is 180 degree plus
the fan angle. For typical CT scanning geometry, the fan
angle is between 50 to 60 degrees. Therefore, there is
nearly a 30% saving in the number of views to be filtered

and backprojected using the methods described herein
compared to at least one known fan beam algorithm.
[0025] In one embodiment, fan-parallel rebinning 66
the projection data includes fan-parallel interpolating
the projection data in a detector channel direction (γ) us-
ing a higher order interpolation algorithm, such as, but
not limited to a 4th order LaGrange algorithm. Fan-par-
allel interpolating the projection data in the detector
channel direction (γ) affects the radial resolution, and
therefore facilitates improving high frequency content.
Fan-parallel interpolating the projection data also in-
cludes interpolating the projection data in a view direc-
tion (β) using an interpolation algorithm different than
the detector channel direction algorithm. In one embod-
iment, fan-parallel interpolating the projection data in a
view direction (β) includes helically interpolating the pro-
jection data in a view direction (β) using a linear inter-
polation. Fan-parallel interpolating the projection data in
the view direction (β) facilitates improving computational
efficiency. In one embodiment, the β interpolation is ac-
complished for all projection samples corresponding to
a fixed detector channel (h), instead of for a single view
across all detector channels, facilitating avoiding the re-
calculation of interpolation coefficients. For example, if
the starting projection is set at β=0 (for projection data-
set starts with a different angle, a simple constant can
be added and the entire discussion remains the same),
the projection angle for the kth projection is β=k∆β. The
projection angle, βp(k), for the kth parallel projection at
detector angle γ is then:

where:

k is a location index ;

β is a view direction;

∆β is angular increment between adjacent views in
β; and

γ is a detector angle along a detector channel direc-
tion and y=0 for the iso-channel.

[0026] In use, ∆β is constant and the index k is an in-
teger, therefore, the only variation in interpolation is due
to the fraction part of γ/∆β. For a fixed detector channel,
the quantity, γ/∆β is constant. Therefore, the interpola-
tion coefficients do not need to be recalculated for all
views, but are recalculated once for each detector chan-
nel.
[0027] In one embodiment, helical weighting 64 and
fan-parallel rebinning 66 processing can be combined
to reduce the requirement on computation and hard-
ware constraints. For example, fan-parallel rebinning 66

βp(k) = k∆β - γ = ∆β (k - γ/∆β) (1)
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process can be separated into at least two operations,
such as, but not limited to, interpolation in β and inter-
polation in γ. Since these two interpolation steps are in-
dependent, the order at which the interpolation steps are
carried out is interchangeable. That is, interpolation in γ
can be produced either prior or post β interpolation. For
interpolation in β, the operation can be further divided
into the weighting and the shifting operations. Based on
equation (1), the quantity γ/∆β includes an integer part
and a fraction part. In use, the fraction part is used to
calculate the interpolation coefficients and the integer
part facilitates shifting the view index. Therefore, instead
of performing the helical weighting and β interpolation
separately, the helical weights and β interpolation
weights can be combined. These operations are fol-
lowed by a shifting operation to account for the integer
portion of γ/∆β., The fractional part of the βinterpolation
can be done on a subset of the rows. That is, the frac-
tional part of the β interpolation is applied only to those
detector rows whose helical weights are non-zero for the
projection angle. After the projections of the same angle
from different detector rows are multiplied by the helical/
β-interpolation weights, these projections can be com-
bined by simple summation to form a single projection.
Once the rows have been combined the integer/shifting
portion of the interpolation can be accomplished. The
shifting operations can be also done on a subset of the
rows if it is desirable to perform shifting operation prior
to the row combination. The combining of rows and shift-
ing operations are independent, i.e. they can be accom-
plished in either order. The γ interpolation can be done
as an independent step or combined into a filtering loop
as the first step.
[0028] Figure 4 is a patient scan reconstructed with a
fan beam algorithm. Figure 5 is the same patient scan
shown in Figure 4 reconstructed with the parallel beam
algorithm described herein showing an improvement in
noise performance. Figure 6 is a plurality of maximum
intensity projection (MIP) images generated with a fan
beam algorithm (top) and the parallel beam algorithm
(bottom) described herein showing that a plurality of hor-
izontal strips due to noise modulation shown on the top
of Figure 6 are substantially eliminated as shown in the
bottom of Figure 6 by using the parallel beam algorithm.
[0029] To increase scan speed, the number of views
that can be collected during one gantry rotation is often
limited. Therefore, additional views can be interpolated
between the measured views to reduce view aliasing us-
ing the adaptive view interpolation method described
herein. Using interpolated views, the angular spacing
between adjacent views is no longer uniform adding
complexities to the fan-parallel rebinning process.
[0030] Figure 7 is a method 80 for reconstructing an
image of object 22 using interpolated views. Method 80
includes rebinning 82 a first set of original measured
projections wherein an angular increment between at
least two views is uniform, rebinning 84 a first set of in-
terpolated projections wherein the angular increment

between at least two views is uniform, and combining
86 the first set of original measured projections and the
first set of interpolated projections to reconstruct an im-
age of object 22. Because the backprojection is a sum-
mation process, separate interpolations can then be au-
tomatically combined to form the final image.
[0031] Method 60 and method 80 facilitate providing
approximately twice the noise reduction compared to at
least one known fan beam reconstruction method. Fur-
ther, method 60 and method 80 facilitate eliminating
Venetian blinds artifacts in helical 3D formulated imag-
es, and facilitate improving coordinate calculation there-
by offering hardware savings due to the easier coordi-
nate calculation and removal of the weighting step in the
backprojection. For example, computational efficiency
is obtained through the combination of projections of dif-
ferent rows and combination of projections that are one
rotation apart. Therefore algorithmic development effi-
ciency is obtained from the fact that all the weighting
algorithms for fan beam reconstruction do not need to
change.
[0032] Using a parallel beam reconstruction offers
several advantages over using a fan beam reconstruc-
tion. For example, parallel beam reconstruction is com-
putationally more efficient than fan beam reconstruction
because mapping between the image and projection
space is much simpler for the parallel beam geometry.
In addition, a location-dependent weighting function
used in the fan-beam backprojection is not used in the
parallel beam backprojection.
[0033] Another advantage of the parallel beam back-
projection is the improved noise homogeneity that facil-
itates reducing a plurality of artifacts, such as Venetian
Blinds artifacts which are often observed in 3D helical
images.

Claims

1. A computed tomographic (CT) imaging system (10)
for reconstructing an image of an object (22), said
CT system comprising:

a radiation source (14);
a detector array (18); and
a computer (36) coupled to said detector array
and said radiation source, said computer is
configured to:

generate (62) a plurality of projection data;
helically (64) interpolate the projection da-
ta;
rebin (66) the helically interpolated projec-
tion data from a fan-beam format to a par-
allel-beam format; and
reconstruct (68) an image of the object us-
ing the parallel-beam format projection da-
ta.
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2. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 wherein said computer (36) is further con-
figured to:

pre-process and calibrate the projection data;
and
filter and backproject the rebinned projection
data.

3. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 or 2 wherein to rebin (66) the helically in-
terpolated projection data from a fan-beam format
to a parallel-beam format said computer (36) is fur-
ther configured to:

rebin (82) a first set of original measured pro-
jections wherein an angular increment between
at least two views is uniform;
rebin (84) a first set of interpolated projections
wherein the angular increment between at least
two views is uniform; and
combine (86) the first set of original measured
projections and the first set of interpolated pro-
jections to reconstruct an image of an object
(22).

4. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 wherein to filter and backproject the re-
binned projection data said computer (36) further
configured to filter and backproject a single re-
binned projection data set.

5. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 wherein to rebin the projection data said
computer (36) further configured to fan-parallel in-
terpolate the projection data in a detector channel
direction using a higher order interpolation algo-
rithm.

6. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 wherein to rebin the projection data said
computer (36) further configured to fan-parallel in-
terpolate the projection data in a view direction us-
ing an interpolation algorithm different than a detec-
tor channel direction algorithm.

7. A medical imaging system (10) in accordance with
Claim 1 wherein to rebin the projection data said
computer (36) further configured to fan-parallel in-
terpolate the projection data in a detector channel
direction using a plurality of parallel sample loca-
tions defined as:

where:

βp(k) = k∆β - γ = ∆β (k - γ/∆β)

k is a location index ;
β is a view direction;
∆β is angular increment between adjacent
views in β; and
γ is a detector angle along a detector channel
direction and h=0 for an iso-channel.
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